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“You’re farting. Although our Wantong Pavilion is not as good as that Demon 
Sealing Alliance, we are not inferior to his resources. How could I spy on 
him?” 

“I don’t care who David wants to kill, he is in our Wantong Pavilion now. On 
the airship, he must be protected by our Wantong Pavilion. If I hand him over 
now, what will the entire Southern Territory think of our Wantong Pavilion in 
the future?” “ 

As an escort elder, I want to protect the safety of the airship and passengers. 
Unless I die, I will not hand 

this person over to you.” “I don’t care how you got the news that David was on 
our airship. If you dare to use force, I will stay with you until the end, even if I 
die. , our Wantong Pavilion will also put you on the must-kill list.” 

“You have to think carefully. If our Wantong Pavilion puts you on the must-kill 
list, do you think you still have a chance to hang out in the Southern 
Territory?” 

Elder Sun only said Can you continue to move out of Wantong Pavilion to 
scare the other party! 

Sure enough, the one-eyed monk did hesitate this time. Wantong Pavilion is 
also a famous sect in the Southern Territory, with many branches in the 
Southern Territory! 

If he is really annoyed and Mr. Wantong puts it on the must-kill list, he will 
really not be able to hang out in the Southern Territory! 

What’s more, the master of Wantong Pavilion, the dragon has its head but not 
its tail, and few people know its identity. It’s all a few elders who control 
Wantong Pavilion! 



Just when the one-eyed monk hesitated, Elder Sun continued, “If fellow Taoist 
give way this time, I, Wantong Pavilion, can send a batch of resources. 
Although it is not as good as the hundred-year tribute of the Demon Sealing 
Alliance, it will never be Too bad!” 

Elder Sun struck while the iron was hot, hoping to make the one-eyed monk 
leave! 

After hearing what Elder Sun said, the one-eyed monk became even more 
hesitant! 

“Brother, if we kill David, it won’t be as simple as just getting a hundred years 
of worship from the Demon Sealing Alliance.” 

At this time, a younger brother behind the one-eyed monk stepped forward 
and whispered a few words in the one-eyed monk’s ear! 

After listening, the one-eyed monk’s eyes became firm and he looked at Elder 
Sun and said, “Elder Sun, although I have no intention of being an enemy of 
Wantong Pavilion, I must bring you with me today.”Let David go, otherwise 
you will die. “ 

Elder Sun frowned. He was about to succeed just now. I don’t know what the 
one-eyed monk said again to make the one-eyed monk become determined! 

“Elder Sun, can you defeat this eye? “ 

Just when Elder Sun was in trouble and didn’t know what to do, David walked 
out of the airship! 

“Mr. Chen, why did you come out? Didn’t I tell you not to move? Seeing Chen 

Ping come out, Elder Sun said anxiously! 

“Are you David?” “ 

The one-eyed monk glanced at David and asked with some surprise! 

After all, he thought that the person who could be killed by the Demon Sealing 
Alliance with a hundred years of sacrifice was also a monk who was above 
the fifth level of the Tribulation Realm! He 



should also be a first-level monk. A person who has a life-and-death feud with 
the Demon-Sealing Alliance. 

But David looks very young and is only at the third level of Tribulation Realm. 
He is very ordinary! 

How could a person of this level of strength be punished by the Demon-
Sealing Alliance? What about killing? 

“Yes, I am David, the man who was killed by the Demon Sealed Alliance with 
a hundred years of sacrifice. 

“I can go with you, but don’t embarrass Elder Sun. ” “ 

David said to the one-eyed monk! 

When the one-eyed monk heard this, he was immediately overjoyed. If David 
was captured without hesitation, he would not have to offend Wantong 
Pavilion, and he would still be able to get the hundred-year tribute from the 
Demon Sealing Alliance, the best of both worlds! 

“Okay, as long as You are obedient and I will never embarrass Wantong 
Pavilion. I will let them leave immediately. “ 

The one-eyed monk nodded! 

“Mr. Chen, you…” 

Elder Sun couldn’t bear it when he saw that David stood up on his own 
initiative just to avoid causing trouble to himself! 

David ignored Elder Sun and turned to him. The one-eyed monk continued, 
“I’m going to be killed by you soon. Can I understand one thing before I die?” “ 
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“Okay, tell me!” the one-eyed monk said! 



“I want to know, how did you know that I was on the Wantong Pavilion airship, 
and how did you know that I went to Guanghan Palace? Who told you?” 

David has always been wondering, who revealed it ? Know your whereabouts! 

After all, only a few people knew that he took the airship to Guanghan Palace, 
and it was impossible for these people to leak his whereabouts! 

And the monks on the airship don’t know him, and they can’t reveal it! 

“Hahaha, it doesn’t matter that you offended the Demon Sealing Alliance, but 
you actually offended Mr. Mu of the Mu family. Mr. Mu revealed your 
whereabouts to us.” “ 

Now you know, you damn well understand. …” 

the one-eyed monk said with a smile! 

“Mu Kui?” David’s eyes narrowed slightly! 

He knew that Elder Xia would never kill Mukui, but he didn’t expect to let this 
guy go so quickly! 

“Mr. Mu from the Mu family? How did Mr. Chen offend him?” 

Elder Sun didn’t know what Mu Kui did in Wantong Pavilion, so he was full of 
doubts! 

David didn’t have time to explain to Elder Sun, so he said, “Elder Sun, it’s a 
long story. I’ll explain it to you later.” “ 

I asked you just now, can you beat this one eye? You haven’t answered yet. “ 

Mr. Chen, I am 80% sure of defeating him, but he still has so many younger 
brothers who are not weak at all. These disciples I brought are no match for 
him at all.” 

Elder Sun said in embarrassment! 

If it’s one-on-one, Elder Sun is not afraid! 

But there are so many people on the other side, it’s impossible to fight him 
alone! 



“Elder Sun, just hold on to one eye of this one and leave the rest to me.” 

David said calmly! 

“What?” Elder Sun was shocked. “Mr. Chen, these are more than a dozen 
people from the Tribulation Realm.”Although there are not many sixth-grade 
monks, there are so many people that you cannot handle with a third-grade 
Tribulation Realm. “ 

Although Elder Sun knows that David knows spells, it is impossible for a third-
level monk in the Tribulation Realm to deal with more than a dozen fifth- and 
sixth-level Tribulation Realm monks! 

Isn’t this a joke? 

And when the one-eyed monk saw David, he He wanted to take action, and 
he was still facing more than a dozen of his younger brothers alone. He 
suddenly laughed wildly, “Boy, have you lost your mind and gone crazy? You 
are only at the third level of Tribulation Realm, and you still want to fight with a 
dozen of my brothers? 

“Whether you are going crazy or not, you will know after trying it. ” “ 

David smiled coldly, and the dragon-slaying sword instantly appeared in his 
hand, and the indestructible golden body covered his whole body! 

Seeing David’s body suddenly covered with golden scales, and the aura 
exuding from his body was terrifying, the one-eyed monk frowned slightly. 
Wrinkle! 

Seeing this, Elder Sun knew that today’s battle was unavoidable, so he gritted 
his teeth and said, “Mr. Chen, you and our Wantong Pavilion disciples will 
fight against the enemy together. I will help you after I kill the one-eyed man!” 

“No need, you Wantong Pavilion disciples are too weak, don’t die in vain. ” “ 

David shook his head and said! 

When the disciples of Wantong Pavilion heard this, they were all very angry! 

Many of them are also in the third and fourth levels of strength, and many of 
them are in the fourth level of the Tribulation Realm, which is higher than 
David’s level. Now David He actually said that their strength was low? 



Isn’t this humiliating? 

After listening to David’s words, Elder Sun also felt that David was a bit too 
pretentious. He was only at the third level of Tribulation Realm, but he actually 
said that others were low in strength! 

But Elder Sun was not good at this time either. To refute David, he could only 
say, “Okay, I’ll try my best to solve it quickly and come over to help you! “ 

I’d better make a quick decision and go help you…” 

After David finished speaking, his figure disappeared in an instant! 

Then a white light flashed, and next to One Eye, a young man who was in the 
fourth level of the Tribulation Realm, his head Flying high in an instant! 
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Kill with one sword! 

Still, no one reacted! 

David was holding the Dragon-Slaying Sword, and blood was still dripping 
from the blade of the Dragon-Slaying Sword. 

Hiss… 

Seeing this scene, all the disciples of Wantong Pavilion took a breath! 

Just now they were angry that David looked down on others! 

Now everyone is stunned. A fourth-level cultivator in the Tribulation Realm 
was actually killed instantly by a third-level Tribulation Realm cultivator without 
any hesitation. 

Even if a fifth-level monk in the Tribulation Realm wanted to kill a fourth-level 
Tribulation Realm monk, he couldn’t do it so quickly and smoothly! 



Elder Sun was also shocked. He did not expect that David was so powerful. 
From that sword alone, he was not sure he could do it! 

The one-eyed monk looked at his dead brother and was shocked in his heart. 

Then he shouted angrily, “Boy, you are looking for death, kill me…” 

The one-eyed monk jumped up, with a scimitar in his hand filled with black 
mist, and came straight towards David! 

“As long as I’m here, you can’t hurt Mr. Chen at all!” 

Elder Sun also jumped up. With David’s performance just now, Elder Sun’s 
confidence has greatly increased! 

Elder Sun followed the one-eyed monk into a fierce battle! 

The remaining dozen demon cultivators came to attack David! 

“Nine Shadows Sword Technique…” 

David waved his dragon-slaying sword, and then figures appeared one after 
another! 

In the end, there were seven identical Davids, all wearing golden armor, 
holding dragon-slaying swords, and looking at the demon cultivators with 
murderous eyes! 

More than a dozen demon cultivators were stunned when they saw so many 
identical Davids suddenly appearing! 

Not only them, but also the monks in Wantong Pavilion and the airship were 
stunned! 

They really didn’t understand what kind of technique David used, and how 
could he conjure up so many of himself at once? 

Which one is true? 

“Don’t be afraid, this is an illusion, it’s all fake, just attack!” 
r> The one-eyed monk saw that his younger brother was being restrained by 
David, so he shouted loudly! 



With so many Davids suddenly appearing, it was obvious that they had used 
illusions to confuse everyone’s eyes! 

After hearing the one-eyed monk’s words, more than a dozen demon 
cultivators started attacking again! 

More than a dozen treasures of various kinds were coming towards David 
together! 

David held the dragon-slaying sword and instantly jumped up high! 

When David jumped up, more than a dozen demon cultivators immediately 
aimed at him. They all knew that this was David’s true form, and the others 
were all phantoms! 

David wanted this effect. A dozen demon cultivators jumped up and headed 
straight for David’s body. No one was paying attention to the David clones 
below! 

But just as these dozen demon cultivators were attacking David, they 
suddenly felt a chill coming from behind them! 

These demon cultivators were shocked. They thought the disciples of 
Wantong Pavilion had taken action! 

But when they looked down, they found that the clones of David that they had 
ignored were actually coming to kill them with dragon-slaying swords in their 
hands! 

These demonic cultivators were so shocked that they had no time to react, 
and six or seven of them were directly killed! 

This time, half of the people were lost! 

“What’s going on?” 

“Damn it, can the transformed clone also kill people?” 

“This clone doesn’t seem to be transformed at all. It seems that each clone 
has its own aura.” “ 

It’s terrible, this is Is this kid really a third-level disciple of the Tribulation 
Realm?” 



Whether it was the disciples of Wantong Pavilion or the people on the airship, 
they all looked at it in shock, their eyes almost falling out of shock! 

The one-eyed monk followed Elder Sun to fight and didn’t notice it. When he 
glanced at it casually, he was instantly stunned! 

A dozen boys who were alive and kicking just now were half dead in the blink 
of an eye? 

He didn’t understand how David did it! 

At the moment when the one-eyed monk was shocked, Elder Sun seized the 
opportunity and slapped the one-eyed monk on the chest, knocking the one-
eyed monk far away! 
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“Miracle doctor, please accept me as a disciple!” 

Dr. Sun said and kowtowed to David! 

David opened his mouth, but found that he had no strength at all, and Sonya 
looked at Dr. Sun in shock, “Dr. Sun, what’s wrong with you? My dad isn’t 
awake yet?” 

Sonya didn’t understand, her father was obviously Before I wake up, why 
does Dr. Sun call David a miracle doctor? 

“Miss Su doesn’t know. The miracle doctor just used the Nine-turn 
Resurrection Needle. Even the dead can be revived. Mr. Su will definitely be 
fine!” 

Dr. Sun explained after Sonya. 

“So powerful?” 

Sonya looked at David in disbelief. If what Dr. Sun said was true, then David 
could really be called a miracle doctor. 



“I didn’t expect you to know about the Nine-Turn Resurrection Needle!” 

David took a few breaths and said with some surprise. This 

nine-turn resurrecting needle is an ancient acupuncture method that has been 
lost for a long time. David learned it from the old dragon head. He didn’t 
understand how Dr. Sun knew about it. 

“Miracle doctor, I am Karl, vice president of the Horendel Traditional Chinese 
Medicine Association. I have seen this kind of acupuncture method in an 
ancient book. I didn’t expect that today I would be lucky enough to see the 
miracle doctor perform acupuncture, and he also asked the miracle doctor to 
accept me as his disciple. 

” With that, Karl began to kowtow to David. 

Karl’s behavior made David a little overwhelmed. At this moment, several 
coughs sounded, and Ruben woke up! 

“Dad!” Sonya reacted and hurriedly stepped forward to help Ruben up, but 
David grabbed him. “Miss Su, you can’t move now. Wait until I take out the 
silver needle from your father’s body!” 

David ! Ping took Sonya’s delicate hand, which was soft and warm. David’s 
heart was filled with excitement. Sonya seemed to feel the warmth of David’s 
hand. She blushed and said, “Thank you!” David said 

. Ping hurriedly let go of Sonya, calmed down, waved his hands gently in front 
of Ruben, and eighty-one silver needles were sucked into David’s palm! 

“That’s it!” 

David handed the silver needle back to Karl and said to Sonya. 

At this moment, Sonya did not dare to have the slightest doubt about David. 
After thanking him, she stepped forward to help Ruben up, and she was about 
to shed tears of excitement. 

“Dad, how are you feeling?” 

Sonya asked while supporting Ruben. 

“I’m fine, I’m fine!” 



Ruben smiled slightly, but when he saw Karl kneeling on the ground, he asked 
with confusion, “What’s going on?” 

Sonya could only save David with the nine-turn resurrecting needle. He told 
his story once, and when Ruben finished listening, he was immediately 
surprised. 

He felt that David could see the symptoms of his body for a while, but he 
didn’t expect it to be so powerful that even Karl, the vice president of the 
Traditional Chinese Medicine Association, had to kneel down to worship him! 

“Little brother, this is the second time you have saved me. From now on, you 
are the great benefactor of my Su family. As long as you say a word, I, Su, 
can do it and I will never refuse! “ 

Ruben said with excitement. 

“Mr. Su, you’re too polite. It’s just a little effort. Besides, you have been doing 
good deeds for a long time. This is also your blessing! “ 

David said calmly, but then the conversation changed, “Although I used the 
Nine-turn Resurrection Needle to temporarily save your life, if your disease is 
not treated, you will not live for more than three months! “ 

Hearing what David said, Ruben knelt down in front of David with a bang and 
said, “Please sir, save my life, I am willing to spend my whole life!” “ 

Ruben was afraid. Instead of calling David his little brother, he changed his 
honorific title to sir. He was really afraid that David would not save him. 

In order to survive, he was willing to give all his wealth to David. As the richest 
man in Horendel, Ruben Wenzong has a lot of assets, and now he wants to 
give them all to David. I’m afraid everyone will be envious when they see it. 

“Mr. Su, you don’t have to be like this. Since you let me encounter it, I will 
naturally save you, but I still need There are some rare medicinal materials, so 
you need to prepare the medicinal materials! “ 

David has no money to buy medicine for Ruben, and the medicinal materials 
he needs are priceless, and most people are really not prepared! 



“Sir, just tell me what you need! “Ruben nodded quickly, and then said to 
Sonya, “Yuqi, prepare a pen and paper to record it! Chen 

Ping felt uncomfortable when Ruben suddenly changed his name to sir, so he 
said, “Mr. Su, my name is David. You can just call me by my first name!” “ 

How is that possible? Mr. Chen is my savior, and my Su family will never 
forget it!” “ 

David saw that Ruben was stubborn, so he didn’t persist. Instead, he wrote a 
full medicine list with pen and paper and gave it to Sonya! 

“Mr. Su, most of the medicine list you need contains the medicinal materials 
you need, but A small part is prepared for my mother. My mother is blind. If 
she wants to be cured, she also needs some medicinal materials! “ 

David followed Ruben truthfully. 

The eye disease of David’s mother Barbara was caused by crying for too long. 
It is not difficult for David to cure it! It’s 

just that with his current ability, It was probably a bit difficult to prepare the 
medicinal materials for treatment, so he simply asked the Su family to prepare 
them together. 

However, there were two things that David was worried that the Su family 
would not be able to find. One of them was a writing brush with a certain 
spirituality, such as those of literary giants. The brushes that have been used 
for a long time have become spiritual. 

Or the brushes made of spiritual animal hair can also be used. These spiritual 
brushes are just one of them! 

Cinnabar is also needed. Although cinnabar is very common now, David 
needs to use it. The cinnabar must be made from small-leaf red sandalwood 
or old sandalwood that is more than a hundred years old. When used with a 
spiritual writing brush, you only need to touch Barbara’s eyes a few times, and 
you can basically see things. 

Although these two things, David also wrote it on the list, but he didn’t expect 
the Su family to find these two things. These two things are rare, and only 
those who understand can tell them apart! 
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“Mr. Chen, if you need anything, just ask. As long as I can do it, I will never 
refuse!” 

Ruben said quickly. 

“Mr. Chen, what are the brushes and cinnabar on your list for?” 

At this time, Sonya asked. 

After all, writing brushes and cinnabar don’t seem to be things that can be 
used to cure diseases, and these two things are everywhere in the streets! 

“Yu Qi, since Mr. Chen has written it down, it makes sense, so don’t talk too 
much!” 

Ruben glared at Sonya and said. 

“It doesn’t matter!” David smiled. “These two are also used to treat illnesses, 
but these two are not ordinary brushes and cinnabar. They need spiritual 
brushes and cinnabar!” 

“Spiritual?” Sonya was confused this time! 

Ruben was also confused. They didn’t understand what spirituality was. 

Seeing that both people were confused, David explained, “Everything in the 
world has birth and death, and everything has spirituality, even dead objects 
seen by people in the world, such as the tables and chairs here. It’s spiritual, 
but that requires particularly harsh conditions and opportunities!” 

“For example, if I sit on this chair and practice Qigong all year round, it will last 
ten, fifty, or even a hundred years. The chair will gradually become spiritual.” 

David was afraid that the two of them wouldn’t understand, so he could only 
follow them in a very informal way. 



“Oh, I understand!” Sonya suddenly shouted in surprise, “Mr. Chen’s meaning 
is just like what was shown on TV. A tree in the Immortal Cave can become 
spiritual after a long time, and even transform into a human form!” 

“Yu Qi, don’t talk nonsense!” Ruben was speechless after listening to Sonya’s 
explanation. 

In his opinion, there are no gods in this world, what a century it has been! 

“Miss Su’s explanation is correct, that’s what it means…” 

David said with a slight smile. 

David didn’t believe it before, but after following Ervin for three years, he 
realized that there were too many things in this world that he didn’t know. 

Just like the Heart Condensation Technique that the old dragon head taught 
him, it is a method of cultivating immortals. As long as David masters it, he will 
really become an immortal! 

Ruben smiled awkwardly. Unexpectedly, Sonya really explained it correctly. If 
others talked about spirituality, gods, etc., Ruben would definitely sneer at it. 
However, when David said it, Ruben was a little shaken! 

David and Ruben were talking, without even looking at Karl who was kneeling 
on the ground. Although this Karl was not particularly bad in nature, it was 
difficult to take responsibility. David did not want to accept him, and without 
the permission of the old leader, David You won’t just accept disciples! 

After talking for about ten minutes, David also knew how Ruben 
suffered.Injury, it turned out that Ruben was slapped by a business competitor 
when he was young. Since there was no external injury and it was fine after 
the examination, he didn’t care! 

But not long after, Ruben felt that his body was getting weaker and weaker, 
and he often had difficulty breathing. He has been taking some tonic 
medicines to support him until now. 

However, Ruben was afraid that his family would be worried, so he kept it a 
secret. This is why Sonya didn’t know that her father had a hidden disease. 



David understood as soon as he heard it. The person who injured Ruben must 
be a warrior. A warrior who had developed inner strength. It seemed that he 
wanted to kill Ruben. However, Ruben was rich and relied on a large sum of 
money to buy a big car. The tonic has been able to sustain him until now. If he 
hadn’t met him, Ruben might not have survived at all. 

“Please Mr. Chen to accept me as his disciple…” 

Karl, who was kneeling on the ground, shouted again. 

At this time, his legs were already numb, accompanied by pain, which made 
Karl very uncomfortable now. 

David glanced at Karl and said, “Get up. I won’t accept disciples, but if you 
don’t understand something, I can give you some advice!” 

David saw that Karl had been kneeling for such a long time. Sincerely, he 
agreed to give him guidance, but David would never accept a disciple. 

Seeing what David said, Karl felt happy and thanked him repeatedly, “Thank 
you, Mr. Chen, thank you, Mr. Chen…” 

Karl slowly stood up, but his legs were so numb and painful that he couldn’t 
stand at all! 

Seeing Karl’s condition, David reached out and tapped Karl’s leg. The pain 
and numbness disappeared in an instant, which shocked Karl! 

“Mr. Su, I still have my parents at home. I’m going back. Once the medicinal 
materials are ready, you can call me!” 

David stood up slowly and said. 

David’s mother was still at home alone, which made him very worried. 

“Mr. Chen, I wonder where you live now?” 

Ruben asked. 

“You live in Xingfuli Community, what’s wrong?” 

David asked with a strange look on his face. 



“Oh, it’s nothing. I just have a house that has been idle, so I will give it to Mr. 
Chen. That place is also very suitable for recuperation. I hope it will be useful 
to Mr. Chen!” 

Ruben said, taking out a key from his pocket. ! 

“Thank you, Mr. Su!” 

David originally wanted to refuse. He didn’t see Ruben for anything, but 
thinking about his parents living in that dilapidated house, he was afraid that if 
he wanted to earn money to buy a house, he would still have to pay for it. It 
would take some time, so I agreed. 

But when the key was handed over to David, David was stunned. This was a 
key to the Pine villa area. 
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Pine Villa District is the best community in Horendel. The entire community is 
built on the only mountain in Horendel. The scenery inside the community is 
pleasant and the air quality is particularly good! 

The people who can live here are either rich or noble, and they are all upper-
class people. Ordinary people, let alone living in a community, can’t even 
afford the property fees! 

“Mr. Su, this… this house is too valuable, you should take it back!” 

David hurriedly wanted to return the key. 

“Mr. Chen, please don’t shirk. Isn’t my life worth a house?” 

Ruben said with a slight smile. 

When Ruben said this, David could only accept it, and Ruben took out a bank 
card and gave it to David with 10 million in it. 



David knew he couldn’t shirk it, so he could only put his bank card in his 
pocket! 

Just when David was about to say goodbye, there was a loud noise coming 
from downstairs! 

David frowned slightly! 

Seeing David frowning, Ruben immediately called the hotel manager over. 

“What’s going on? So noisy?” 

Ruben asked. 

“Mr. Su, Young Master Xiao of the Xiao family is getting married today. The 
wedding banquet is held in the banquet hall on the second floor, that’s why it’s 
so noisy!” 

The manager hurriedly followed Ruben and explained. 

When Ruben heard this, he gave up. After all, his hotel was open for 
business. When people got married, it was inevitable to make some noise! 

“Mr. Su, farewell!” 

David bowed his hands to Ruben and walked out of the private room! 

Just after David came downstairs, he met Jordan walking into the hotel 
holding his bride Delia! 

After seeing David, Jordan was stunned for a moment, but then he burst into 
laughter. “David, I didn’t expect you to actually come to our wedding. Do you 
want to come and eat and drink?” 

David glanced coldly. Jordan glanced at it, said nothing, and turned to leave! 

“Don’t go!” Jordan blocked David’s way and said mockingly, “Look at your ex-
girlfriend, isn’t she beautiful now? Don’t you have anything to say to her?” 

Jordan said. Deliberately making David look embarrassed! 

“Brother Lei, ignore him, the time is coming!” 



Delia, who was in Jordan’s arms, said sweetly to Jordan without even looking 
at David. 

“Jordan, don’t pay attention to this trash. Don’t waste time. You guys go to the 
lobby and I’ll drive this trash away!” 

Ethel urged Jordan, then looked at David and said, “Are you done with this 
guy?” ? You actually chased me to the hotel. With your toad-like appearance, 
can my daughter like you? Why don’t you pee and take a look at yourself? Get 
out of here and don’t even think about making trouble here!” 

Ethel’s words were harsh and harsh. Every word is heart-breaking! 

The relatives and friends around were whispering to each other and 
watching.David kept sneering! 

At this time, David was like a clown, being laughed at by everyone! 

“One day, you will all kneel at my feet and beg me!” 

David suppressed the anger in his heart, pushed Jordan out of the way, and 
walked out! 

“Stop him!” Jordan frowned. “You have to participate today if you want to, and 
if you don’t want to participate, I will let you, a loser, watch your girlfriend 
marry me with your own eyes!” As soon as 

Jordan spoke, his bald head Several people immediately stopped David. They 
were beaten up at David’s house, and they were still resentful. Now it was 
time to take revenge on David! 

Seeing the bald people blocking him fiercely, David slowly turned back to look 
at Jordan, “Are you sure you want me to attend your wedding?” “ 

Yes, I just want you to see it with your own eyes. I want you to know that if 
you dare to follow I’ll fight, but you’re not worthy…” 

Jordan sneered. 

“Well, if I attend, your wedding won’t be held!” 

After David said that, he turned and walked into the wedding banquet hall on 
the second floor. There were more than a hundred tables in this hall! 



“Hahaha, I want to see how you can prevent my wedding from happening!” 
Jordan laughed. He didn’t believe David’s threat at all, but in order to prevent 
David from causing trouble and disturbing everyone’s enjoyment, Jordan 
faced the The bald head said, “Bald head, please bring a few more people 
and follow David carefully. If he dares to come back, arrest him immediately!” 
“Don’t 

worry, Mr. Xiao, leave this matter to me!” 

The bald head nodded. Nodding, there was a hint of coldness in his eyes. He 
was just looking for revenge on David! 

In the marriage hall, David found a corner and sat down. The people who 
could attend the Xiao family’s wedding were either rich or noble. They were all 
prominent people in Horendel. Ordinary people like David were not qualified to 
attend! 

Therefore, David’s appearance made many guests in the hall cast strange 
looks. It seemed a bit out of place for an ordinary young man to suddenly 
appear in such a luxurious wedding scene! 

But soon, David’s identity spread among the many guests. This time, more 
eyes were looking at David, most of them with playful ridicule, and some with 
sympathy! 

It’s just that David didn’t care about these looks. He sat alone in the corner, 
eating dried fruits on the table, without any expression on his face! 

The bald man and a dozen people stood behind David and stared closely. As 
long as David dared to make any move, he would take action without 
hesitation! 

“Hey, isn’t this David? When did you get out of prison?” 

A mocking voice sounded. David looked up and saw a woman dressed 
voluptuously and with heavy makeup walking towards David. There is a young 
man accompanying him! 

The woman’s voice instantly attracted the attention of the surrounding guests. 
At first, they thought that David was the bride’s ex-boyfriend who came to see 
his girlfriend for the last time. However, they did not expect that David had 



been in jail. Now the surrounding guests were even more interested in David. 
of interest. 

 


